
Bó na Leath-adhairce

An t-Amhrán.

A hAon:
Th́ıos cois na toinne ’sea beathú mo chaora
Ag Diarmuid Ua Dioláin ó Bharra na hAoine,
Mac Drithár athar dom a chuir le faill ı́,
Easba tobac a bh́ı ar a’ gcladhaire.

Curfá:
Bó bó bó na leath adhairce,
Bó bó ’śı an tseana chaor’ adharcach,
Bó bó bó na leathadhairce,
Bó dhruimfhionn dearg ’s ńı fheadar cá bhfaighead ı́.

A Dó:
B’fhearr liom ná scilinn go bhfeicfinn mo chaora,
’Teacht go dt́ı’n doras ar maidin nú ’stóıche,
Thálfadh śı bainne dhom, bheathódh śı uan dom,
Chuirfeadh śı jackteen deas ar mo ghualainn.

Curfá

A Tŕı:
Chonac-sa beirithe ı́, chonac dá roinnt ı́,
Chuireas-sa dúil inti, blúire ńı bhfaighinn di,
Ó nár dheas ı́ ó nár mheidhreach!
Ó nár dheas ı́ an tseana-chaor’ adharcach.

Curfá

A Ceathair:
Dá mbeinn-se i rachmas, i ngradam, ’s i n-oighreacht,
Thabharfainn-se gińı ar chupala sladhais di,
Ó nár dheas ı́ ó nár mheidhreach!
Ó nár dheas ı́ an tseana-chaor’ adharcach.

Curfá

A Cúig:
D’́ıosfainn lán pice dhi d’́ıosfainn lán oidhinn di,
D’́ıosfainn-se sliotar den tseana-chaor’ adharcach,
Ó nár dheas ı́ ó nár mheidhreach! Ó nár dheas ı́ an tseana-chaor’ adharcach.

Curfá
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Na Nótáı

Curfá Chorus.

Leath Half. Although the primary meaning is a half, it can also refer to any fraction preceded
by a numeral in the following manner:
Dhá leath, nó tŕı leath, b’fheidir Two halves or three thirds, possibly.
However Leath cannot be used for fractions in general, but only fractions when they sum to
one, i.e. Three thirds, four quarters, e.t.c., typically used when dividing something up into equal
pieces.
Leath is pronounced as if written Lea. However, like many words ending in th, although the
th is silent when the word is in isolation or next to a word beginning with a consonant, it is
pronounced, as a h, when followed by a word beginning with a vowel. Some examples:
Dath an óir The colour of gold.
Gaoth ó thuaidh Wind to the North.
This applies to the Leath-adhairce of the title.

Th́ıos Below.

Cois Dative form of Cos Foot. Originally there was the the phrase le cois literally with a
foot, an idiomatic way of expressing along with, beside. Raghad led’ chois I will accompany
you. Eventually le was omitted in the meaning of beside, so Cois na tine Beside the fire.

Tonn Wave. Plural Tonna, although often the singular is used to mean waves. Cois na toinne,
beside the waves. Cois na toinne and Cois na tine are a good example of the importance of
the broad/slender distinction in Irish, differing only by the use of a broad or slender t in Kerry
Irish.

Beatháıodh Past autonomous of Beatháım I raise.

Caora Sheep. Note that this is a fifth declension word, specifically one which takes the geni-
tive with -ach. As is typical for this declension, the genitive singular and plural have the same
form.

Ag Diarmuid Ua Dioláin ó Bharra na hAoine. By Diarmuid Ua Dioláin from Barra
na hAoine. This is a quite unusual sentence, so some background on the autonomous is nec-
essary. The usual point of the autonomous is to not specify who performed the action, either
because:

1. What is meant is some generic “They”
Sa bhaile sin, bristear na clocha In that town, “They” break the stones.

2. What is meant is anybody in general, corresponding to the English “One”
Nuair a ghlantar an bord, úsáidtear an spúinse When one cleans the table, one uses
the sponge.

3. One doesn’t want the performer of the action to be known.
Do goideadh mo scian Someone (I’m either not concerned with who, or don’t want to
imply who) stole my knife.

However, there was a very rare use of specifying who performed the action using ag after the
autonomous. This sentence structure is quite rare, found only in old story-telling material or
songs from Munster and Connacht and rarely in the Irish constitution (written by Mı́chéal Ó
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Gŕıobhtha from County Clare) and one or two examples from high-register speech. It seems to
have been a feature of formal story telling, verse or writing and mostly confined to the past tense1

Mac Driathár Athar dom My uncle’s son, a (male) cousin of mine. It was traditional to
specify your exact relation to somebody in this manner, rather than use generic terms like the
English “nephew”. For example:
Mac Driféar dom A nephew of mine, specifically A son of my sister.
Note that all words between the initial word and the final word, a form of the preposition do,
will appear in the genitive.
One should note that in the Gaeltacht today, although Driothár/Driofúr Athar/Máthar
have been mostly replaced by Uncail/Aint́ın, phrases such as Mac Driféar dom, Mac Driféar
Athar dom are more common than the standard Nia, Neacht or the generic Col ceathrar.

Le faill Over a cliff.

Easba Want, lack. Rarely used as a word on its own, but rather followed by another word
in the genitive to indicate either a lack or want of that thing.
Easba tobac Want of Tobacco. Note that tobac is a fourth declension word, having no special
genitive form. The vast majority of fourth declension words (ones who have the same form in the
nominative and genitive) are words that end in a vowel or in -́ın.
Easba codlata Lack of sleep. Note that Codladh, as a verbal noun, uses the verbal adjective
Codlata as its genitive.

Cladhaire Literally A rogue, used as moderately strong insult.

Leath-adharc One horn. Many body parts that naturally come in pairs have their singular
expressed using this construction:
Leath-shúil One eye.
Leath-chos One leg.

Adharcach Horned.

Bó dhroimfhionn dearg A white backed, red cow. Note that although adjectives are lenited
after feminine nouns, leading one to suspect dhearg here, consonants are often left unlenited
whenever the consonants d,n,t,l,s come next to each other. This being known as the “dentals”-
rule.

Faighead I will get. The verb Faigh get, find has two forms in the future. The first form
is Geobhaidh or Gheobhaidh (The second form is used in Cork, both forms are used in Kerry).
This is the form used when the verb stands alone, the independent form. When a particle such
as ńı or go appears before the verb the form faighidh is used.

Istóıche At night.

Uan A lamb.

Tálann an bhó The cow yields (milk). Tál also has the meaning to secrete.

Guala Shoulder, with dative Gualainn given here. Like many feminine nouns today, the dative

1For more information and examples see: Diarmuid Ó Sé, Agent phrases with the autonomous verb in Modern
Irish, Ériu, Vol. 56, (2006), pp. 85 − 115.
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is often used as the nominative, hence Gualainn is more commonly heard in the nominative than
Guala.

Nár dheas ı́? Isn’t she nice? Deas like most adjectives of quality can be used with the copula
Is or the stative verb B́ı.

Meidhreach Merry, jolly. Has a stronger version Meidhréiseach meaning exuberant; extremely
jolly.

Dá roinnt Really á roinnt, literally meaning at its dividing or being divided. The origin
of dá is explained in the notes for Cuid a haon in Sliabh na mBan bhFionn.

Dúil Desire. Note that a desire for revenge is expressed as Rún d́ıoltais literally a vengeful
secret. A unnaturally strong or immoral desire for something is expressed as Dúil mhallaithe.

Blúire A bit. Blúire bainne A bit of milk.

Rachmas Wealth. This is a general word, more specifically one can speak of ollmhaitheas
wealth in terms of valuable possessions or saibhreas for wealth in terms of money, although
saibhreas is often used in the generic sense as well.

Gradam Esteem, pre-eminence.

Oidhreacht Inherited wealth; heritage.

Gińı A guinea.

Cupala sladhais Couple of slices, phonetic rendering of English.

Lán Pice A peck-full.

Lán Oidhinn An oven-full.

Sliotar A big, decent slice (of something, almost always food), a good quantity (of something,
again food). Note that different versions of the song have the last line as:
D’́ıosfainn-se sliotar den tseana-chaor’ adharcach
or
D’́ıosfainn-se sliotar den tseana-chaor’ adharcaigh
Both meaning I would eat a good amount of the old horned sheep. Adharcaigh is the original
feminine dative form of the adjective. Dative forms of adjectives were uncommon even in Peadar
Ua Laoghaire’s day.

An alternate version of the last two lines of the second verse are recorded from Seán Ó hAo
from Cairbre in Cork:
Do thúrfadh śı an bainne dhom, do thúrfadh śı an t-uan dom
Chuirfeadh śı an jacket́ın anáirde ar mo ghualainn.
Anáirde ar meaning up on.
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Tá dhá ghabhaiŕın bhúı agam

An t-Amhrán.

A hAon:
Tá dhá ghabhaiŕın agam is mı́nseach bhainne, mı́nseach bhainne,
Briseann siad mo chróı ionam á dtabhairt abhaile, dtabhairt abhaile,
Nı́l áit agam ’na gcrúfainn iad, ach śıos am hata, śıos am hata,
Ligeann mo hata tŕıd é ar fuaid a’ bhaile, ar fuaid a’ bhaile.

A Dó:
Tá dhá ghabhar sa choill agam is caoire geala, caoire geala,
Nı́ ı́osfaid́ıs aon ńı dhom, ach barr an aitinn, barr an aitinn,
Cuirim i dteannta ’n chláı iad le stúmpa bata, stúmpa bata,
Siúd tar mhull’ an chláı iad ’s i bhfad ó bhaile, i bhfad ó bhaile.

A Tŕı:
Sin port ná fuil ag an bṕıobaire Heelan Laddie, Heelan Laddie,
Port ná fuil ag an bṕıobaire Heelan Laddie, Heelan Laddie,
Seán Ó Ceala ’n ṕıobaire ’s b́ıodh sé mar sin, b́ıodh sé mar sin,
Seán Ó Ceala ’n ṕıobaire ’s b́ıodh sé mar sin, b́ıodh sé mar sin.

Na Nótáı

Gabhar Goat. Gabhaiŕın Little goat.

Búi Primarily Yellow, however like all Irish colour terms, this has a broad range of meanings
and includes orange and golden in its colour range. Referring to clothes or shoes it often means
a tan colour. Referring to a person it expresses a sallow complexion.

Mı́nseach A nanny-goat, a she-goat. Mı́nseach bhainne A milch goat.

Mo chróı ionam Literally: My heart in me, Naturally: My heart! . Irish often includes the
preposition i or the adverb istigh with cróı as an intensifier. An chróı istigh My darling!

Á dtabhairt abhaile Literally: At their bringing home, Naturally: Bringing them home.

Crúim I milk, appearing here as Crúfainn I would milk. Ina gcrúfainn iad In which I would
milk them. This appears in the sentence:
Nı́l áit agam ina gcrúfainn iad I have no place in which I would milk them.
Firstly, Ina = in + a, with a the indirect relative particle, is often contracted to ’na in speech
and is written as such in the song.
Secondly, the indirect relative particle a is used as áit is only referred to via the preposition i in
the second clause. See the notes for Sliabh na mBan bhFionn - Cuid a dó for an explanation
of the indirect relative and Cuid Tŕı - Sé for further examples.

Ligim I let, allow. This verb also has the form Leogaim, both are found in Cork Irish al-
though Leogaim is more common.

Coill Wood The plural Coillte is pronounced Coillthe. An tle or tla typically becomes the or
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tha in Cork Irish.

Caoire geala White sheep. Note that Geal, meaning bright, is often used to denote white
when referring to animals.

Nı́ ı́osfaid́ıs aon ńı dhom They would not eat anything for me. Note how forms of the prepo-
sition do are lenited after vowels.

Stúmpa A stump. Also used to refer to men. Stúmpa fir A stump of a man, a well built
handsome man.

Bata A stick. Stúmpa bata A stump of a stick or A stump of wood.

Siúd Used to convey some sudden action. See Sliabh na mBan bhFionn - Cuid a haon
déag.

Thar Over. A preposition with inflected forms, e.g. Tharam Over me. Appearing as Tar
here because of the “dentals”−rule. See the notes for Bó na Leath-adhairce.

Mullach The peak, the summit.

Cláı Fence or the common use of a ditch as a fence in Irish farms for keeping animals in.
Mullach an chláı The top of the ditch. Mullach is pronounced as Mulla for reasons of the
song’s meter.

Port A tune.

Ṕıobaire Piper.

Heelan Ladie An old Scottish tune, used in many songs. Here the song is a traditional one
about Prince Charles Edward, also known as the Young Pretender. The song is in the Scots
dialect of English, in standard English it would be Highland Lad.

B́ıodh sé mar sin Let it be like that, Let it be so. B́ıodh is the third person imperative
form. See Sliabh na mBan bhFionn - Cuid a ceathair for an explanation of the imperative
when not in the second person.
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Cathain bheam saor

An t-Amhrán

Cathain bheam saor?
Cathain bheam saor?
Cathain bheam saor ón nasc?
Cathain bheam saor
Mar cheiliúradh éin,
Amuigh i san spéir
Ó cathain bheam saor ar fad.

Nı́ bheimı́d-na saor,
Nı́ bheimı́d-na saor,
Nı́ bheimı́d-na saor ón nasc,
Nı́ bheimı́d-na saor
Go n-aineóm sinn féin
Idir pór agus préam
’S go cuirfam le chéile i gceart.

Conas is féid,
Conas is féid,
Ár n-aithne féin gan stad?
le teagasc is céill
’bheith ag an bpobal go léir
Is le fuath agus daod
Do dh́ıbirt dá chéile ar fad.

Conas is féid,
Conas is féid,
Cuir lena chéile i gceart?
Seasam mar aon,
Le dóigh asainn féin,
Is gearram ó phréimh
An daoirse go léir amach.

Pádraig Ó Laoghaire ó Bhéara do cheap.

Na Nótáı

Cathain When.

Beam We will be. There are two possible forms of the first person plural in the future in
Munster Irish, these are: -f(a)imı́d and -(e)am for verbs in the first conjugation and -(e)oimı́d
and -(e)óm for verbs in the second conjugation. The alternate -(e)am and -(e)óm forms are
found a few times in this poem:
Aithneóm We will recognise.
Cuirfam We will put.
Seasam We will stand.
Gearram We will cut.
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These alternate endings are common today in central Corca Dhuibhne and were common in
Béara, the birthplace of the composer of this poem.
Originally in Old Irish -(f)aimı́d type was used after verbal particles and the -(e)am type used
elsewhere, but even in Classical Irish it was optional to use either in any grammatical circum-
stance and this is the case today. The future f is optional with the -(e)am ending, although
common practice is to put it in.
Note that Beam is lenited, since Cathain is always followed by a relative particle a. Fully the
sentence is:
Cathain (a) bheam saor?
This a is occasionally not pronounced, as here.

Nasc A bond.

Ceiliúradh Chirping or Warbling of birds.

Beimı́d-na We will be. The particle na emphasises the subject. Note the spelling, as na is
pronounced with a broad ending.

Pór Seed (often newly sprung seed); the original stock of a family; offspring.

Préamh (b.) Root. It appears here in its dative form Préimh. As with most feminine words
the dative is formed by slenderising.

Cuir le céile Literally: To put together, Naturally: To unite. I gceart Properly.

Teagasc Instruction.

Ciall (b.) Sense. Appearing in its dative form Céill.

Pobal People, Public.

Fuath Hatred.

Daod Jealousy. Irish has three words for jealousy. Formad is harmless jealousy and occa-
sionally a good willed jealousy, such as “I’m jealous of your new garage!”. Éad is stronger, a
malicious jealousy. Daod is even stronger again, a consuming jealousy. Daod is rarely used.

Dı́birt verbal noun of Dı́bŕım I banish.

Dá chéile From each other.

Dóigh A possibility; a Hope.

Asainn féin Out of ourselves, although when used with Dóigh means in ourselves.

Daoirse Slavery.
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